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Apple to Come out With New High
Powered Vacuum Called the iSuck
And Other New Gifts For This Holiday Season
One has the original six functions,
plus, now it can be thrown a distance
of 16-feet! This new aerodynamic
type tool can hit that annoying kid
across the room and you can be the
hero!
(results may vary.)

By Cody Averian
New Apple Product Really Sucks
This year’s Holiday Season is incomplete without the newest Apple product, The iSuck. How often has one
vacuumed the floor to the monotonous
white noise of a rowdy electric
engine? Now, people everywhere can
have four days of songs and videos
right on their dust-buster! Because
heaven knows, the average person
spends almost three quarters of their
lives making a mess. Apple has never
made a product that is this bad and
poorly engineered. Steve Jobs says
about the new iSuck, “This product
sucks so much…The world has never
seen anything like it.”
Seven-in-One’s Now Available!
Sick of only having six functions on

Sodexho Gift Cards

The new Apple iSuck in action AP PHOTO

your Book-Store-Bought trinket?
Well now, the new Ford Seven-in-

Can’t find that gift for your special
someone? These colorful cards are
perfect for you! For relatives and
friends of all ages, these cards are
valid in every public school and prison
in the state of Illinois. Give it to the
kid who always pays in cash and
messes the line, or give it to grandma
to use at “The Home.”
Comes in:
$5.00 (a Gatorade)
$10.00 (a single Bosco Stick or HoHo)
$25.00 (a sandwich or slice of pizza)
$100.00 (pasta)

Five Arrested for Curfew Between
the Hours of 1:45 and 1:04 AM

Food Pyramid Now
Food Rhombus

By Jordy Gullepto and Joe Galss

By Picov Andropov

ruined in the Flipside.
“I thought Daylight
LINCOLNSHIRE, IL—Last Sunday
Savings Time meant that curfew was
morning, between the hours of 1:45
extended for two hours,” reported one
and 1:04 AM, five teenagers from the
of the innocent looking girls, Lola
nearby high school Stevenson were
Felandarama, who was also arrested.
arrested for violation of
“We do
curfew.
acknowledge that
This came at
Daylight Savings Time
the midst of Daylight
is a confusing period
Savings Time, when
for all of us,” stated
around the country we
Judge Rudy Sennison at
turned back our clocks
the trial. “However, this
at 2:00AM on
does not mean that it’s
ok for you to just be
November 4th, gaining
waltzing around the
an entire hour, in efforts
plaza causing a hullato promote energy effiDo you know when to turn back baloo at the break of
ciency.
dawn.”
your clocks?
The
“I am very disteenagers were very urgent to protest
appointed in them,” said the parents
the curfew violation. “Dude, it was
of one of the arrested teenagers, “But
Daylight Savings Time, how was I
I do want to say that it’s pretty
supposed to know what time it was?”
impressive that they were arrested
asked an ignorant minor whose age
and went back in time.”
saved his good name from being

WASHINGTON, D.C. – After Al
Gore’s comments regarding obesity in
children, the USDA has decided to
reformat its approach to a healthy diet.
Effective immediately, a Food
Rhombus will take the place of the outdated Food Pyramid.
“The pyramid is out of style
with today’s youth,” says one USDA
spokesperson. “Studies show that the
triangular shape is yesterday’s square.
No one cares for that equilateral t-r-iangle. Everyone loves a good equilateral q-u-a-d-rilateral.”
It’s obvious why kids would
pay more attention to a rhombus. The
kite like figure provides an image of
joy, whereas a triangle only
brings…well…triangular things to
mind. Hopefully, kids will start paying
attention to the food servings necessary
in a healthy diet. All five of them
should be consumed…or is it six…this
darn triangle is just too confusing…

ASK MR . MOTZKO
Dear Mr. Motzko,
I have been doing so many different
things lately that I just keep running
out of time. I need to clean my room
and do my homework and watch all
of the reruns of Family Guy and after
that, I barely even have time to eat. I
need to make more time. What do
you suggest?
Time-less in Toronto
Dear TinT
I too have felt the bony hand of
Kronos as he has furrowed my apple
cheeks until they resembled a topographical map of Nevada. We are all
slaves to the circular master and
resistance is futile (although stylish,
especially when accompanied with a
beret and mustache). It sounds like
your issue here is not one of time
management, but of productivity. To
be honest, you sound about as productive as a Liger farm. The best
solution here is to get your natural
circadian rhythms in line with nature.
As such, I am recommending that
you align yourself with a friendly
brood of cicadas and take a 17 year
nap, nourishing yourself on the fluids
in tree roots. If that is not a recipe
for extra time nor a recipe for success, all I have left is to offer this
recipe taken from the parking lots of
many a Grateful Dead concert.
According to “Cooking With the
Dead” (Elizabeth Zipern 1995), one
can make a tasty, yet nutritious snack
of Karma Korn by mixing 1/2 cup
raw popcorn, olive oil, tamari, yeast
extract, dill weed, cayenne pepper
and garlic powder. Pop the corn in a
wok, then roll the kernals in a mixture of the oil and spices. Put on
Nassau Coliseum 5/9/81.

Girl Cheats on Test,
Boyfriend page W9

“So...where’d you apply to college?”
The default conversation starter for many teachers and students who are just sick of talking about the weather.

NUMBERS

PICTURE THIS

The number of hours we gained during the
“fall back” mode of Daylight Savings Time last
Sunday. If you really think about this, it makes
absolutely no sense: We gained time. We made
up time. We just all decided, that you know what,
we are going to do that hour from 1AM to 2AM
over again. Let’s do it more often.

1

FACT

Aoccdrnig to a rscheearch procejt at Cmabrigde
Uinervtisy, it deosnt mttaer waht oredr the ltteers in a
wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the frist
and lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. Tihs is bcuseae
the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef,
but the wrod as a wlohe!

LIE
Toadstools have predictive abilities.

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE
WIN A FLIPSIDE T-SHIRT!

DIRECTIONS: This is a simple substitution code, each letter is replaced by a different letter.
The first person to solve the cryptogram correctly will win a Flipside tshirt! (first means first to see Jeremy Keeshin to redeem shirt)

HINT: K = H

that means, that if there is any of the first
letter, replace it with the second letter

"MQ GKVCC XCGKWLY BC XJQ ECJVF BPYLWX: TPVYG, MQ VCTECIGPWF, BKPIK PY FWMECYG;
YCIWFL, MQ PXPGJGPWF, BKPIK PY CJYPCYG; JFL GKPVL MQ CHRCVPCFIC, BKPIK PY GKC MPGGCV
CYG." - IWFTSIPSY
last week: “TWENTY YEARS FROM NOW YOU WILL BE MORE DISAPPOINTED BY THE THINGS YOU DIDN'T DO THAN BY THE ONES YOU DID
DO. SO THROW OFF THE BOWLINES. SAIL AWAY FROM THE SAFE HARBOR. CATCH THE TRADE WINDS IN YOUR SAILS. EXPLORE. DREAM.
DISCOVER.” - MARK TWAIN

SUDOKU

JUMBLE

DIRECTIONS: Unscramble these
four ordinary jumbles, and use the
letters in the circles to answer the
final question.

Level: Gdlkjre

PILMB

PETES

RANYOC
what the hornet
resorted to after the
first idea failed

RAVERB

A:
last week: LIPID AWARD OCCULT POROUS
what happened when the ice cube battle got out of hand A COLD WAR

